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ABSTRltCT 
In this thesis e~ analytical method is developed to 
determine an optimum time- varying linear filter in order to 
satisfy the following specifications . The filters are of 
sampled da ta rnultipole form with n inputs and m outputs . 
The signal of ea ch input is a member of a nons t a tionary 
random process , and the signal is corrupted by stationary 
noise . 
The s t a tistical optimizati on theory developed by 
Vliener is extended to a linear time- varying filter with 
nonstationary inputs . Correlation functions are defined for 
nonstationary ensembles . The mean- square error is calculated 
in terms of these correla tion functions . By minimization of 
the mean- square error , the integral equa tions defining the 
optimum filters are determined. 
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A. Background . 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Wiener (5) and Ragazzini (3) have solved the problem 
of synt hesizing optimum continous, l inear, time-invariant 
filters, havinc f inite r.temory time , for us e with s ignals 
consis ting of a sta tiona ry r andom process and a nonrandom 
polynominal with unknown coefficients but known de gree n. 
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Hsieh ( 2) and Leondes ( 2 ) have developed the solution 
of optimum weighting functions in the Wiener sense for the 
multipole filt er wher e the input to each terminal consists 
of a s t a tionary random signal and noise . A set of integr a l 
equations is obtained by minimizing t he mean- square errors 
of the system outputs. Through transformation , these inteGral 
equa tions reduce to a set of algebr aic equations f rom which 
the optimal impulsive response can be obtained. 
B. Purpose . 
In Wiener ' s theory the assumption is made tha t the 
input to a system consists of a random signal plus a random 
noise, each of which i s sta tionary in the sense tha t its 
statistical properties do not vary with time . Response of 
t he actual system is compared with the result of a desired , 
time- invariant, l inear opera t i on upon the signal component 
of the i nput, and t he difference is called the "e r ror". The 
mean- square value of this error is used as the criterion for 
opti mization. The fundamental mathematical considerations 
invol ved in the statistical approach are first , that the 
2 
input is not one function but one of an ensemble of functions , 
and second, tha t the measure of error used to define the 
optimum system is not the error resulting from one input 
function but the mean- square error with respect to the ensemble 
of input functions. 
During recent years , both the analysis and synthesi s of 
t ime- varying systems have received considerable attention , 
particularly in guided- missible problems . The desired outputs 
of the multipole filter may be specified as a time- varying 
linear opera tion upon the signal component of the inputs. 
Also , once time variation is considered, the random inputs 
can be allowed to be non- time stationary . 
This thesis generalizes the optimization theory to apply 
t o nonstationary input functions and desired time- varying 
operations , and presents a procedure for the analysis of 
optimum sampl ed data multipole filters with n inputs and m 
outputs . 
The signal portion of each input is assumed to consist 
of a nonsta tionary random component . It is assumed tha t each 
signal is corrupted by stationary noise . The filter under 
investigation is linear , ti~e-varying and has a finite memory . 
Each input to the filter consists of a sequence of impulses 
with a constant separation period T. Each impulse is assumed 
t o have an area equal to the value of the signal plus noise 
a t the sampl ing instant. 
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The design procedure is concerned with the specification 
of the impulsive response of the filter such that the system 
error has a zero ensemble mean and the system ensemble 
mean-square error is minimum. The impulsive resposes thus 
obtained may have abrupt jump at the sampling instants, but 
they are continuous within the sampling intervals. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF TIME- INVARIANT FILTERS 
A. Superposition Integrals . 
A general expression for the response of any linear 
system is needed for the construction of an optimiza tion 
theory . One of the most useful of these expressions is the 
superposition integral, which, for the constant- coefficient 
linear system, assumes the well- known form 
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x( t) = s:h(T) f( t-'l)d T (1) 
where x and f denote the response of the system and the 
input to the system, respectively . The function h(<) can be 
interpreted as the response, at time "r, to a unit-impulse 
input function which was applied at time 1'=0. 








Fig. 1 The system under consideration. 
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Although the superposition integral for time- varying 
system is not as well known as the correspondinc; expression 
for constant- coefficient systems, the fact that the system 
response x(t) can be expressed in terms of the input f(t) as 
x(t) = r h(t,T)f(t- T)dT 
_eX) 
(2) 
can be esta blished in essentially the same manner as for the 
constant- coefficient equation. The principal difference is 
that the time- varying system is characterized by a function 
of two variables h(t , <), where h(t , \) is the system response, 
evaluated at a time t, to a unit- impulse input applied at a 
time t - 1. 
B. Hean- Square Error . 
Let xd(t) be the desired output of a l i near, time-
invariant Wiener filter and x(t) be its actual output . Then 
we define the error of the filter as 
E(t) = x(t) - xd(t) 
Upon squaring, we have 
= [)_:h('r) h( 6) f( t-<) f( t -()) d6d '"( 






Then we take the ensemble average of E2(t) and obtain 
E2( t) = J:[ h( c) h(6) f( t - 1') f( t - cr) d\d6 
-2j_:h(l)xd(t)f(t-T)di+x~(t) ( 4) 
If we define the autocorrelation and cross- correlation 
function as follows 
we can obtain 
( s ee Appendix B) 
and by Eqs .( 6) , (8 ) and (9) , Eq . ( 4) becomes 
E2(t) = [f:h(1')h(6') Rf(1'- cr)d(d6' 
-2i~(I)Rdf(l)di+Rd{O) 
c. Solution o f Optimal I~pulsive Respons e h(t). 
In order to get the solution of optimal i mpuls ive 







E2 ( t) = [i:h( 1') h( 6) Itf('T-G") d(d() 
-2 j_:h(<)Rdf(()dT+Rd(O) 
It can be shown (5) that a necessary and sufficient 




This equation (Eq. (12)) is the one that can be directly 
solved for the optimal filter. 
Given a correlation function R(7), we introduce the 





-ivr< Now to solve Eq.(12) we multiply both sides by e 








Hakin~ the change of variable, t=r- 6', the right-hand 
side of Eq.(16) becomes 
[ ~:h( \5) Rf ('Y -<S) e -iwc dldcr 
= s:h(6') J: Rf ( t) e -iwte-iw6 dtd6' 
= l:h(li') e -iwfi[ Rf( t) e-iwtdtd6 
= J: h ( cr) e-i we sf ( w) d 6 
= Sf(w)J: h(t>)e-iwB" d6 
( 17) 
The integral on the left-hand side of Eq.(16), ( according 
to the notatibn just introduced) is Sdf(w) . Therefore, Eq .(1 6) 
takes the form 
( 18) 
and the transfer function of the o:ptimum filter is given very 
simply as the ratio of the spectral densities Sdf(w) and 
Sf(w), i.e., 
H(w) = sdf(w) sf(w) ( 19) 
Finally, we obtain the optimal impulsive response h(t): 
9 
(20) 
Here, we would like to comment that Eq.(12) is not only 
the necessary but also the sufficient condition for a 
optimum filter (The proof of this will be given later relative 
to Eq.(43)). 
CHAPTER III 
SANPLED DATA J':iULTI POLE li'ILTERS 
A. Description of the Problem. 
1. Input s to the filter before sampling : 
The input fk(t) to each terminal before sampling is a 
continuous time function . It consists of signal and noise 
with the following properties : 
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( a) The signal Sk( t) is a nonst a tionary random process . 
( b) The noise Nk(t) is a stationary random pr ocess . 
(c) The statisti cal characteristics of the r andom noises 
ar e completely known . However , the statistical properties of 
the nonsta tionary r andom inputs vary with time ; that is what 
i s mean t by the term 11nonsta t ionary " . 
Now , the total input to each terminal of the filter can 
be written as 
for k= 1, 2 , 3, •··, n (21) 
2 . The s~nplinb process : 
I n this thesi s a s ampled da t a multipol e filter with n 
input and m outputs will be investigated . Sampling switches 
are i mac;inarily inserted at the input terminals to facilitate 
t he fo r mulation of the problem. 
The sampling process is t hen obtained by closinc these 
s witches briefly every T seconds s o that the inputs are 
observed at these discr ete instants of time . 
1 1 
3 . The sampled input to the filter: 
Before expressing the sampled input to the filter , two 
assumptions are made: 
(a) The duration ("on time") of the sample is extremely 
short in comparison with the sampling interval T. 
( b) For simplicity , the sampling operation is taken as 
an impulsive modulation of a continuous function . 
Now , with the above two assumptions, the s ampled input 




&(t) i s a unit impulse occuring at time t~o . 
The block diagram of the filter we are going to 
investigate is shown in FiGure 2 . Here a time variable 
weighting function hjk(t , r) is defined as the response of a 
s ystem at time t due to a unit i mpulse nhich occured at time 
t - 1', i . e ., T seconds earlier . 
4. The a'l'lalysis approach : 
The ana lysis procedure to be developed in this t hesis 
is to specify the weighting functions s a tisfyinc the following 
conditions: 
( a) Each system error , which is defined as the difference 
12 
between the actual and the ideal outputs , has zero ense!!'lble 
average , i.e ., 
E. ( t) = 0 
J 
for j=l, 2 , 3, .•• , m (23) 
(b) Each ensemble mean square error of the system is a 
minimum with respect to the 'vveighting function hjks which 
satisfy the above condition (a) 
E~(t) = minimum with respect to hjks, 
for j=l, 2, 3, ••• , m (24) 
( c) This multipole filter is physically realizable , 
linear , time- varying and with finite memory . 
The statement of " finite memory" implies that the 
weighting function hjks should vanish for all time greater 
than a certain specified time . For simplicity , this specified 
time i s chosen to be a multiple of the sampling interval T. 
Thus 
for (N+l )T ~ ( (25) 
where 
N i s a positive integer . 
Also since a physically realizable system cannot respond 
before the impulse which causes it , 
for "t ~ 0 (26) 
The analysis approach to be used here is one which first 
obtains a set of equation which are constrained by conditions 
(a) & (b), and then finds the optimum impulsive response 


















h,, h12 • • • h , k • • • hln 
h21 h22 • • • h2k • • • hzn 
• • • 
. • • 
• • • 
hj l hj2 • • • hjk • • • hjn 
• • 
• • • 
• • • 
hm1 hm2 • • • hmk • • • hmn 
Fie . 2 The multipole filter 
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B. Definition of System Error . 
The desired outputs are 
xd/t) = i1[ Djk(t ,1')Sk(t- 7)d'l' 
for j=1, 2 , 3 , •••, m 
where Djk( t , c) are the ideal wei t;hting functions of the 
system . 
The actual filter outputs are 
n (OK 
xj(t) = ~)o hjk(t , T)fk(t- ?')d{ 
14 
( 27) 
for j = 1 , 2 , 3 , • • • , m ( 28) 
Then the system errors are defined as 
E.(t) = x.(t) - xd .(t) 
J J J 
n (tot< 
= ~1 )0 hjk( t , '()fk(t- r)d?' 
-tJ: Djk( t , l')Sk(t- l')d ( (29) 
If we substitute Eq.(21) and (22) into (29) , t hen we 
obtain 
(30) 
At this point , it i s worthwhile to cons ider the 
properties of the Di rac delta function . For our purposes we 
define the delta func t ion in an abstract way by endowing it 
15 
with the following properties : 
( 1 ) 5"(x- a) = 0 for x f; a , and 
(2) l~( x-a)dx = 1 
(3) 1:f(x)o(x- a) dx = f(a) and 
( 4) )~:f(x)o'( x-a)dx = - f ' (a) 
Eqs . (25) and (26) are rewritten for convenience 
for (N+1)T~( 
and (31) 
By properties ( 1) , (2) and Eq. (31), it can be seen tha t 
in Eq. (30) it implies that 
and 
t - <- iT ~ 0 for ( ~ 0 
t - 7- iT ~ 0 f or (' (N+ 1 )T 
From which we have the foll owing r estrictions on i : 
t . 2 t - (N+ 1 )T T f ~ ~ T 
For further simplification , we let 
t = aT+ A 
where "a" is a positive integer 
and 
0 ~A( T 
Also we let c=a- i . Therefore c is an integer , t oo . 
(32) 
(33) 
By subs t ituti ng (33) i nto i~ , we obtain 
then 
c = a - i 
Since we have o~~< T and since we YJlO\'/ that c is an 
integer, we see from Eq . (34) t hat 
c = 0 
Similarly , by substituting (33) into i-t-(~+l )T , 
obtain 
i t - (N+l )T = 
= T aT+~T(N+l )T = a-(N+l )+ ~ , 
or 
c = a- i = (N+1 ) - * 
and it follows , tha t 
c = N+1 








c. Hinimization of the Hean Sguar e Error . 
Up to now , we have derived the formula for system error , 
Eq . (38) . In order to get the mean square error and to 
r1ininize it conveniently, v1e represent the autocorrelation 
func tions and cross-correction functions for random sisnals 
and noises by ~S S ( t , 1') , <f?~1.r '·.r ( t , <) , 4>8 -1,r ( t , 1') and K t<' ~K!' K' t< ' K' 
~S ~.r (t ,1') . Also , for convenience, we put 
K' ~~ K 
= 'Ps s < t , 1') + 4?s N < t ' 1') + ~~·T s < t , r) ~<' K K' t< ~ K' K 
Eq. (38) is rewritten for convenience 
From these equations , the mean s quare errors can be 
shown to take the following fo r m (see Appendix .r...) : 
E~(t) n n tol<' rJ+1 = ~11~ Jo hjk ' (t , <2) ~oS<<2-gT-~) dc2 




x Jo h jk ( t , <1) Rk ,1{ ( t - 1'2 , t - C, ) ~0'(<1 -cT-a) d c, 
n n to~<' N+1 -2~1~1Jo hjk ' ( t ,'Y2)~oo<7"2-gT-D.) d'C2 
x£> jk( t, -r, ) ~ k ' k( t - '2 ' t - 11) d <i 
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(42) 
We now ask the following question: Under what condition 
on the function hjk( t,l) does the expression Eq . (42) for 
E;( t) have a minimum? As we shall now show , the answer to 
this question is tha t E~(t) takes its minimum value if and 
J 
only if the i mpulsive response hjk( t , l) is the solution of 
the integral equation 
ioK' N+ 1 Jo hjk(t , ?f) l£oC?J-cT-~)Rk ' k(t-~ , t - C, )dl'1 
= rD j k ( t , li) q? k. k ( t - ,2 , t- <, ) d ( 1 (43) 
The proof goes as follows : Let the optimum filter have 
an impulsive response hjk( t , C) and mean s quo.re error Ej (h) . 
Then, any other filter will have an impulsive response 
hjk(t , T) + t~jk(t , 7) and mean square error Ej(h). We are trying 
to find a functi on hjk(t ,() such that Ej ( h) is always greater 
than Ej (h) . 
To do this , we first replace hjk(t ,() in Eq.(42) by 
hjk(t , <)+ t 1jk(t , T) , obtaining 
n n to~<'[ 1N+ 1 
Ej(h) = ~1~ J o hjk(t , c2 ) + t1jk '( t , -r2) gg=0s<T2- 8T-a)ctc2 
X t"[hjk( t ' ( 1_)+ E7jk( t ' ( 1)] Rk 1k( t - '1,2 , t - 11) 
N+ 1 n n t""' xc~o('<1 -cT-C;)ctr1 -2~~1J0 [ hjk' ( t , <2) 
19 
or 
n n to~<' N+1 -2~1~ )o hjk' (t, (2) ~S(<2-gT-L))d1'2 
X J:Djk(t, ( 1) {)k'k(t-~, t-T1 )d '1 
n n to~<:' N+1 +~n~ t hjk' (t, <2)~oS<<2-gT-~)dc2 
(ioK H+1 
1( Jo l7j1{ < t, r 1 ) Ek, k < t- r2 , t-11) ~scr1 -cT-fl) d <; 
n n t . N+1 +Q~,Jo()K t-7jk' (t, T2) ;;:oc<72-gT-A)d1'2 
t()!(: N+1 
x 5o hjk( t, '1"1 ) Rk'k( t-<2 , t-<,) ~0S( ?'1 -cT-~) dl, 
n n (to~<' N+ 1 -2~ ~ )o t7jk' ( t' <2) ;foo< '2-gT-k)) d '(2 
20 
(44) 
While the mean square error for the optimum filter with 
an i mpulsive response hjk(t,i), from Eq.(42), is 
n n io~<' N+l 




hjk( t, <, )Rk , k( t-1'2 , t - 71) ~0&( c1- cT- A)ct ·r1 
n n tot<' N+ 1 -2~~ jo hjk '( t,!2)l=bS('Y2- gT- L\)dT2 
x ;_:D jk ( t' ( 1 ) p k' k ( t - (2' t - C,) d !1 
+i1 ~ [n jk' < t, <2 ) d r2 
x 1:Djk< t, c1) 4> s~<.st< ( t-1'2 , t - 71) d '1 (45) 
It can be seen that the sum of the first three terms in 
Eq.(44) is exactly the same as the right side of Eq . (45) , 
tha t is, the sum is equal to Ej(h). Also, the fourth and the 
fifth terms in Eq . (44) are equal. Therefore, the expression 
for E '· (h) can be writ ten in the form 
J 
n n h~<' N+l 
Ej(h) = Ej(h)+2~~ )
0 
e~k 1 (t,cz)?="6o(?'2-gT-D)d72 
rtot< N+ 1 
")
0 
hjk( t, T1 )Rk ' k( t - <2' t- 'f1) ~0o( 1"1 -cT-~) dll 
n n (~K N+1 -2~~1 Jo E-7jk'(t, 72)~8(72-gT-~)dtz 
x J~ jk ( t, 7'1 ) 4? k , k ( t - '7'2 , t- 7, ) d T1 + J 
21 
n n tot<' N+ 1 
= Ej(h)+2~~1t ~1jk ' <t,<2)~0o(!2-gT- ~)ctl2 
tot< N+ 1 ){[)o hjk(t, <1 )~0b'(T1 -cT-~)Rk'k(t-f2 , t-<, )dC, 
- J:njk<t,<,) Pk ' k ( t - Y2 , t - 71)dT,} J (46) 
where the term J equals 
n n to~<' N+ 1 
J == ~1 g=, t f 'ljk , < t, <2 ) ~0o< 72- gT- L)) d <2 
to"' N+ 1 
x Jo e'(jk( t-, ?'1) ~scr1 -cT-~) Rk' k< t - T2 , t - '71) d ?1 
n n toKrtGI< ' ~ 
== ~, g:.,Jo Jo f'7jk ' (t,<2)67jk(t,cl )g==Oo(72-gT-~) 
N+ l 
"?foo ( -r, -cT-~) f*( t-'72) f*( t - c,) d 72d r, 
Since J is expressed as a mean 11square 11 , it is clear 
that 
J ? 0 (48) 
For the mean square error corresponding to the impulsive 
response hjk(t,!) to be minimum, it is necessary and 
sufficient that the term in bracl~:ets in Eq . (46) must vanish , 
i . e . , that the integr al equation , Eq.(43), must be satisfied . 
To prov.e sufficiency , \Ve rearrange Eq . ( 46) in the form 
22 
(tot< N+ 1 
"' ( Jo hjk(t , <1 )~0~H<1 -cT- ~)dT, 
-J:n jk c t , <1 ) ~ k , k c t - Y2 , t - c, ) d c1 
+ J (49) 
and we note tha t if Eq . (43) holds , then Eq . ( 26) for the mean 
squa re error t akes the form 
E '.(h) = E. (h) + J 
J J 
(50) 
which , because of Eq .( 48) , i mplies tha t 
( 51) 
Thus , the filter whose impulsive response s atis fies 
Eq . (43) is really an optimum filter . It can al so be shown 
( see Appendix C) that Eq . (43) is a necessary condition i . e ., 
the filter obtained fro m Eq .( 43) is the only f i lter which 
will yield the optir:mm result , since any other filter gives 
a larger mean square error. 
Up to this point , we have obt~ined the inte~ral 
equation , Eq . ( 43) , for an optimum ti:ne- varyins s ampled data 
mul tipole filt er and it is quite s i 1.1ilar to th<J.t for the 
ti r:1e- in variant filte r given in Eq . ( 1 2) • However to actually 
obtain such a time- varying optimum filter , it i s necessa ry to 
solve the intes ral equation , Eq . (43) , for the unl;:novm function 
hjk(t,7) . Such a solution i s beyond the scope of t he present 
investigat ion . 
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D. Hean Sg,uare Error of Optimum Filter. 
In view of Eq.(43), the expression of Eq.(42) for the 
mean square error of the optimum filter becomes 
n n to~<' N+1 -~1~1J0 hjk' (t, (2) ~06'('12-gT-~)d 7'2 




In this t hesis , Wiener ' s statistical optimization 
theory for time- invariant linear filter is simply introduced. 
Then it is extended to a time- var ying linear filter with 
sampled nonstationary ensembles which are characterized by 
ensemble- averaged correlation functions . The integral equation 
defining the optimum filter is obtained and the mean- square 
er ror is calculated . 
The integral equation has been clear ly proved to be the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the i1;1pulsi ve response 
hjk(t ,7) of the optimum filter . It is seen that the integral 
equation of the time- varying filter has the same form as that 
of time- invar iant filter , except in the time- varyinb case t he 
correlation functions must be interpr eted ensemble type 
averages . 
A solution of Eq . (43) yielding an explicit expression 
for hj(t , r) in terms of correlation functions would complete 
the determination of optimum filter . Although no such 
explicit solution CD.D be written , except possibly fo r very 
special cases , specific solutions will require numerical 
methods and the aid of digit.:.<l computers . 
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APPENDI X A 
Deriva tion of .fv~ean-Sguare Error . 
Eq . ( 41) is rewritten as 
( A 1 ) 
By squaring , we obtain 
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N+1 
X ~08( c1- cT- L)) ( Sk , ( t - '72)Sk( t - <1 )+Sk ' ( t - <2 )Nk ( t - c1) 
n n to~<' N+ 1 co -2~1~ Jo hjk' (t , 72) ~o(Y2-gT-L\)ct72t~Djk(t , c,) 
x [ Sk ' ( t - f2)Sk( t - C, )+Nk , ( t - '72)Sk( t - T,)] d C, 
(A2) 
2 Now by taking the ensemble a verage of Ej(t) , v:e obtain 
E~( t) n n tot<' N+ l = ~1g; t hjk ' ( t , <2) ~08( ?'2- gT- Ll)d<2 
t nr< N+ 1 [ 
"Jo h jk( t, <1) 6?6o< 7.J - cT- L)) sk , ( t - 72)sk ( t - c;) 
n n tot<' N+l -2~1 g=1 J0 hjk ' ( t, 1'2 ) ~8(72-gT- ll)d cz 
~ 1:D jk ( t , c1) [ Sk, ( t - 7'2 )Sk ( t - C,) 
(A3) 
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Next , we introduce the autocorrelation functions and 
cr oss- correlation function for random signals and noises by 
Fur thermore, we let 
+ <Pl.- ~r ( t ' c) ~ l<lvK' 
<1>1 flJt,£) = <Ps s ( t , {)+ a,,T o,T ( t ,!) ~ .h. j(' /< ~~l<'l; K 
By these notations , Eq . (A3) might be written as 
n n ioK' N+ 1 -21~1l~1jo hjk ' (t , 12) ~bo( 72-gT-f))d~ 








This result was obtained for the mean- square error of 
the time- varying filter , and has been used for further 




Proof of Eq . (8) . 
(Bl) 
Since by the definition of autocorrela tion function, we 
have 
Rf(r) = f( t)f(t- 7) 
The l eft- side of ~q . ( B 1 ) can be obtained by putting 
t - 7=x, or t:(+x, then 
f(t - r)f(t- o) = f(x)f(x+7- &) 
= f ( X) f (X- ( () - T)] 
By comparine the right side of Eq . (B3) with that of 
Eq . ( B2) , it follows that 
f(t- c)f(t- o) = Rf(o-r) 
= Rf(T- o) 






Now, we prove tha t the necessary condition for h .1 (t,T) J-\: 
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to be the impuls ive respons e of the optimum filter is tha t it 
must satisfy the integral equation, Eq.(43). 
Eq . (A10) for the mean - square error is now rewritten as 
follows 
E~(t) 
n n to~<' N+1 -2~1~1J0 hjk ' ( t, ?'2 ) ~t( c2- GT- .C)dc2 
J( Jro D jk ( t' (1 ) 'qjk ' k ( t - (2 ' t - 'r, ) d. C, 
-Gt> 
n n <» ((X1 · +~1 ~ J-<~> Djk' ( t, (2) dc2lroDjk( t ' 71) 
" ~st<.st< (t- '?'2, t - r, )d <, (Cl) 
Let hjk(t,c) be the impulsive response of the optimum 
filter which has a mean- square error Ej(h) • Then , any other 
non- optimum filter with its i1:1pulsive h ., _ (t,T)+ 6f. 1~<t , T) has J~· J ~ 
a mean- square error Ej(h) . 
We replace hjk(t,T) in Eq . (42) by hjk(t ,()+ E9(jk(t ,T), 
obtaining 
and 




X t ( h jk ( t ' (1) + f?j k ( t ' (1 ) Rkk ' ( t - 72' t- T, ) 
n n (o:> (~ +~11~ )_(VDjk ' ( t, <2 ) d72 )_~D jk( t' C,) 
"' ~ st<.s I< C t - (2 ' t - c, ) d '1 




I'~ow by letting this be zero for €=0 and i :1.terchan s inc 
dummy variables of integration freely , we are led to 
n n tot< · N+ 1 (to~< ' 2~1~ Jo 'ljk' (t, T2 ) ~o(c2-t;T-A)( )o hjk(t , 71) 
N+1 m 
11 ~08'(?'-cT-Ll) Rk , k( t- c2 , t - 7,) d <, -i(X)D jk( t, 71) 
(C4) 
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The function ~jk ' (t,72) is arbitra ry , so the term within 
the brackets of Eq . (C4) must be zero , i . e. , 
toK N+ 1 
)
0 
hjk(t, 7 1 ) ~0o(Y-cT-~) Rk ' k(t- 7'2 , t - '71 )d f1 
- 0jk( t , '1) q; k'k( t - 7'2' t - T, )d ( 1 = 0 (C5) 
Thus , Eq . (C5) is a necessary condition for minimization 
of E~ ( t) . 
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